Strontium ranelate increases the formation of bone-like mineralized nodules in osteoblast cell cultures and leads to Sr incorporation into the intact nodules.
We describe effects of strontium ranelate treatment on intact mineralized nodules produced in osteoblast cell cultures. We analyzed the matrix directly at the cell culture surfaces following treatment with 0.05 and 0.5 mM Sr(2+). This method allowed for data to be obtained from intact nodules, rather than from extracted samples. The bone-like nature of the matrix was evaluated by using attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy and the incorporation of Sr into the nodules was investigated by using both energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy and synchrotron radiation micro X-ray fluorescence. We observed typical mineralized nodules in all of the cell cultures. However, the formation of these nodules was markedly increased in cultures treated with 0.5 mM Sr(2+). In all of the cultures, the nature of the intact matrix was similar to that described in native bone tissue, being comprised of a poorly crystalline CO3 (2-)-containing apatite and a collagenous matrix. This indicated that treatment had no deleterious effects on the matrix. Moreover, the nodules presented Ca and P as the main chemical components, confirming their bone-like mineralized nature. The incorporation of Sr into the nodules was clearly observed in the treated cultures, with their relative Sr content [Sr/(Ca+Sr) ratio] being markedly increased in a dose-dependent manner. Thus, strontium ranelate promoted an increase in the formation of mineralized nodules in osteoblast cell cultures while preserving the bone-like nature of the matrix at the tissue level. We further demonstrated that Sr was incorporated into the intact nodules formed during treatment.